Josh Dreller of Fuor Digital Participates in
Search-focused Panel at SMX, Toronto
Panel of experts in search marketing industry discussed the need and methods to
assign monetary value to all organic SEO campaigns
March 31, 2009 – Toronto, Canada: Josh Dreller, the Director of Media
Technology & Analytics for Fuor Digital, a Chicago-based digital media agency, served
as a speaker on an SMX panel today titled “Analyzing & Converting Organic Search
Traffic.” The panel, made up of Dreller, Vanessa Fox, Contributing Editor of Search
Engine Land, Alan K’nect, President and Co-Founder of K’nechotolgy Inc, and Chris
Silver Smith, Director of Optimization Strategies for KeyRelevance, talked about the
overall value Search Engine Optimization, and the best ways to drive organic traffic to
your site.
For his part, Dreller spoke about the need to view search engine optimization in the
context of all the other pieces of a digital media campaign. In order to truly measure the
impact of an SEO strategy, companies need to understand how other areas of the digital
media mix can drive organic search results.
“SEO is a powerful and necessary strategy for driving organic, relevant traffic to your
site,” said Dreller. “However, searches performed by users are often inspired by other
parts of your digital media campaign, like banner ads or videos. Most search engine
optimization campaigns are most effective at driving conversions when working in
conjunction with another digital media tactic.”
Dreller went on to caution companies not to sacrifice other parts of their digital media
campaigns that aren’t directly leading to conversions in favor of pure SEO.
“A study by Yahoo showed that when exposed to both banner ads and search ads, there
was a 244% increase in online purchases, as opposed to 50% for banner ads alone or
210% for search alone,” said Dreller. “66% of people who convert go directly to a site by
typing in the url to their browser. However, all of their exposures to parts of a digital
media campaign (banner ads, search ads, and yes, organic search results) informed and
inspired and them to type in that url. Just because something doesn’t lead directly to a
conversion doesn’t mean that it’s not effective.”
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Fuor Digital is a full-service, Chicago-based digital media agency, specializing in all
aspects of digital media campaigns, including digital strategy, advertising, search engine
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